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Abstract—In Emergency Medical Assistance an efficient coor-
dination of the ambulance fleet is crucial for enhancing patient
treatment by reducing response times. Basic requirement for
ambulance coordination is comprehensive information about the
current state of the entire ambulance fleet. State information is
usually transmitted by the ambulance crew members. However,
manually operated state information is often inaccurate and not
always up-to-date due to the stressful work of those professionals.
In this paper, we propose a novel event-driven architecture
for ambulance coordination in Emergency Medical Assistance.
The approach integrates two technologies: (a) Complex Event
Processing for intelligent real-time data fusion of sensor data in
conjunction with (b) a finite state machine that represents the
operational state of an ambulance car. Complex Event Processing
gathers and analyses streams of sensor data emitted by the
ambulance in order to automatically trigger state transitions of
the formally specified state machine model of the vehicle. A major
advantage of the approach is its ability to incorporate situation-
awareness and reliability in ambulance coordination and, as a
consequence, to improve the effectiveness of Emergency Medical
Assistance.

Index Terms—Data Fusion, Complex Event Processing, Finite
State Machine

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of emergency medical assistance (EMA) services
is to provide acute medical care to patients, delivering them
to definitive care units (e.g., hospitals) if necessary. The
coordination of the available resources to provide assistance
to emergency patients (normally a fleet of different types of
ambulance vehicles) is of crucial importance for improving
the response time, i.e., the time between a patient call and
the moment when an ambulance arrives and the patient can
receive medical assistance. This key performance indicator of
EMA services is of crucial importance, especially for the most
severe emergency patients, where the response time is directly
correlated to the chances of saving lives. For this reason,
many countries specify response time limits for EMA service
provider organisations. In Europe and in the United States
such limits usually lie between 8 and 15 minutes for severe
emergency cases.

Most modern EMA service providers use Decision Support
Systems (DSS) for the coordination of their ambulance fleets.
A main functionality of such systems is to provide support
for the ambulance allocation task, i.e., to determine the most

appropriate (available) ambulance that should be sent to assist
a given patient. Besides the state (i.e. the availability) and
the type of ambulance (i.e. the level of life support systems
that it offers), its distance to the patient’s location is of
foremost relevance for this decision. Therefore, EMA-DSS
need to continuously monitor the ambulance fleet, based on
adequate real-time information about the operational states
of the ambulances and their positions. Whereas real-time
information about ambulance positions is usually obtained in
an automatic manner (e.g., through GPS sensors), this is often
not the case for the precise operational states of the vehicles or
for other context related information. This is because usually
the crew of an ambulance vehicle needs to manually notify
changes in the operational states, as well as possible incidents,
to a central coordination centre and, in practice, often fails to
do so in a timely manner (e.g., because they are busy with
attending a patient).

In this paper, we try to improve the availability and accuracy
of information for EMA-DSS by integrating Complex Event
Processing (CEP) and Finite State Machines (FSM). A FSM
defines all operational states of ambulances and the possible
state transitions. We use CEP for intelligent real-time data
fusion of sensor data. CEP gathers and analyses streams of
sensor data emitted by the ambulance in order to automatically
detect changes of the operational states defined in the FSM,
as well as possible relevant mission incidents.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly
introduce the ambulance coordination problem. Next, in Sec-
tion III, the novel idea of integrating CEP and FSM is ex-
plained in general. In Section IV, we present the main concepts
of our event-driven EMA architecture. In Section V, some
implementation issues are discussed. Section VI summarises
the most important aspects of our proposal, compares it to
related approaches, and gives an outlook to future work.

II. AMBULANCE COORDINATION PROBLEM

Even though EMA services in different regions and coun-
tries have different modes of operation, the main lines of
medical emergency management are similar for all of them.
The assistance procedure typically starts when a patient calls
an Emergency Coordination Centre asking for assistance. The
call is received by an operator who screens the call and gathers



initial data from the patient. The operator assigns a severity
level to incoming calls. According to this severity evaluation
of a call, a specific type of ambulances is assigned, taking into
account their availability, distance, and the estimated time to
reach the patient. When the ambulance arrives at the patient’s
location, the crew provides first aid and in some cases “in situ”
assistance. According to the conditions of the patient, s/he is
transported to a hospital.

From the logistic point of view, there are two main issues
that are directly related to the average response time of an
EMA service. The allocation problem consists of determining
which ambulance should be sent to assist a given patient
while the redeployment problem refers to relocating avail-
able ambulances in the region of influence in a way that
new patients can be assisted in the shortest time possible.
Usually, the decisions related to these issues are taken by a
Coordination Centre in a centralized manner. The positions
of ambulances as well as their operational states are usually
available to the Coordination Centre through GPS technology
and a continuous communication with the crews.

EMA services typically work with at least two types of
ambulances: basic life support (BLS) and advanced life sup-
port (ALS) units. In the most severe cases, assistance by
ALS units is required and reducing the time a patient has
to wait until the ambulance arrives is often crucial for a
successful medical treatment, or even for saving a patients
live. Still, not all ALS ambulances are available 24 hours
a day, as some vehicles may be temporarily inactive, due
to breakdown, repair, maintenance, or cleaning. Furthermore,
ambulance crews have the right to take breaks during their
working shifts in order to have meals etc. During these times,
the vehicles are considered active (i.e. they can be assigned
to a patient), but the Coordination Centre needs to take into
account that higher “start-up times” apply, as crews need to
return to their vehicles. Figure 1 summarises the different
operational states of ALS units and their possible transitions.
An idle ambulance may be requested to assist an emergency
patient. In this case, its state changes to assigned and the
ambulance is supposed to move to the patient’s location. Once
the ambulance arrives, it changes its state to assisting meaning
that it provides “in situ” assistance. The assistance phase can
result in two situations: i) the patient does not need any
additional aid and the ambulance becomes idle again, or ii)
s/he has to be transferred to a hospital (state transfer). In the
latter case, after the patient has been admitted at the hospital,
the ambulance changes to state idle. idle ambulances can have
work-breaks, e.g., for having lunch, and any ambulance may
suffer a breakdown due to some incident in which case its
state becomes out of service.

In order to be efficient, ambulance allocation mechanisms
require up-to-date information about the current state of the
ambulance fleet. Usually, state changes should be notified
manually to the Coordination Centre in a timely manner by
ambulance crews. However, in practice this is not always the
case, as crews simply forget to transmit such changes (e.g.,
when they go to have a work break) or report them with delay
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Fig. 1. State Transitions

(e.g., because they are fully dedicated to a potentially life-
saving assistance). This can lead to significant decays in ambu-
lance fleet’s performance. Additionally, possible incidents due
to external influences, like delays in the arrival of ambulances
or an unforeseen breakdown, are often not detected fast enough
in order to take alternative assignment decisions.

In [1] we report on a prototype of a DSS to assist EMA
operators to manage potentially life-threatening emergencies in
the city of Madrid, which uses a novel ambulance allocation
mechanism where an auction-based assignment of patients to
ambulances tends to globally optimise the sum of the expected
travel times in each particular moment. This mechanisms is
dynamic and its efficiency depends on the accuracy of the
available information (e.g., state changes). In this paper, we
show how data fusion, based on CEP and FSM techniques,
can support the automatic detection of state changes in ALS
units and, thus, improves the efficiency and reliability of the
dynamic assignment process.

III. INTELLIGENT DATA FUSION BY INTEGRATING CEP
AND FSM

A. Complex Event Processing Basics

Complex Event Processing (CEP) is an innovative software
technology for processing high frequent streams of events
in a very efficient manner [2], [3]. Everything that happens
inside or outside of a system can be regarded as an event,
e.g., entry of an order, cancellation of a flight, change of
measurement, signal of sensor, login of user. Event stream
processing systems manage the most recent set of events in-
memory and process them in near real-time.

CEP analyses the continuous stream of incoming events to
detect the presence of event patterns. An event pattern is a
particular sequence of events with a special meaning for the
application domain. The matching of a pattern in the event
stream indicates an important situation of the environment and
causes either the generation of a new complex event or triggers
a domain-specific action.

The core concept of CEP is a declarative event processing
language (EPL) to express event processing rules. An event
processing rule consists of two parts:

1) a condition part describing the requirements for firing
the rule and

2) an action part that is performed if the condition matches.



The condition is defined by an event pattern using several
operators and further constraints.

The execution environment of CEP is an event processing
engine. It analyses the stream of incoming events and tries
to match the rules. Event processing rules transform low level
simple events into more complex events in order to gain insight
into the current state of the environment. Complex events
correlate between simple events and provide the real power
of CEP.

Luckham introduced the concept of event processing agents
(EPA) [3]. An EPA is an individual CEP component with
its own rule engine and rule base. Several EPAs can be
connected to an event processing network (EPN) that consti-
tutes a software architecture for event processing. The EPAs
communicate with each other by exchanging events.

B. Integration of Complex Event Processing and Finite State
Machines

Many problem domains depend on reliable and up-to-
date information about the operational states of significant
domain entities, such as machines, vehicles, environmental
conditions, rooms, persons, etc. As an example, Section II
describes that effective ambulance coordination is not possible
without comprehensive information about the current state of
the ambulance fleet. Another sample domain that relies on
state information is machine-to-machine coordination (M2M).

Usually, the state of an entity depends on the correct
interpretation of changes in the system environment. We
propose to integrate Complex Event Processing and finite state
machines (FSM) to automatically derive operational states
through intelligent fusion of system data:

a) CEP for intelligent real-time fusion of data streams
emitted by the system environment in conjunction with

b) FSM for defining the operational states and the corre-
sponding state transitions of a domain entity.

CEP captures and analyses the streams of system data, e.g.
data emitted by sensors, in order to automatically trigger state
transitions of the formally specified state machine model of a
domain entity.

In our approach, the FSM is event-driven, which means
that the transition from one state to another is triggered by
an event. If CEP detects a particular pattern in the stream
of incoming data that identifies a significant change of the
system environment, then a new event is generated. This
event generation immediately triggers the state transition of
the FSM. Thus, CEP drives the FSM.

Figure 2 illustrates the integration of CEP and FSM showing
a simple FSM and a related CEP rule: If an event of type a is
followed by an event of type b in the input data stream1, then
the condition part of the event processing rule matches and
the action part generates a new event of type e2.2 In turn, the
new event e2 automatically triggers the transition from state
so to state s2 in the FSM.

1expressed by using the event sequence operator ->
2We employ a simplified pseudo language for expressing event processing

rules, which is easier to understand than a real EPL.
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Fig. 2. Integration of CEP and FSM

TABLE I
SAMPLE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

Current State Transition Event Next State

so e1 s1
so e2 s2
s2 e3 s1
s1 e4 s3

In general, an event-driven FSM is defined by a quadruple
(S, E, so, δ), where

• S is the set of states.
• E is the set of events.
• so is an initial state, so ∈ S.
• δ is the state transition function: δ: S×E → S.
The FSM in Figure 2 consists of four states S = {so, s1,

s2, s3} and four events E = {e1, e2, e3, e4}.
One possible representation of the state transition function δ

is a state transition table, where each row specifies the current
state, an event that triggers a transition and the next state. For
example, the allowed state transitions of the FSM in Figure 2
are specified in Table I.

Extending CEP with FSM yields different benefits. The
FSM guarantees that CEP rules can only trigger state changes
that are compliant with the formally defined state model.
Furthermore, separation of concerns is achieved: the FSM
defines precisely the state behaviour of an entity; CEP rules
are responsible for detecting state relevant incidents.

In general, our approach enhances significantly the reli-
ability of the state information. It combines the situation-
awareness provided by CEP with the state transition con-
straints guaranteed by FSM.

IV. EVENT-DRIVEN AMBULANCE COORDINATION

We suggest a novel approach for the EMA ambulance
coordination problem based on intelligent data fusion by
integrating CEP and FSM as presented in Section III. Our
emergency decision support system is structured as a dis-
tributed 2-tier event-driven software architecture. The main
components and their interactions are illustrated in Figure 3:
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Event-Driven Ambulance Coordination

1) The EMA Coordination Centre tier is located in the
back-end control centre and coordinates the entire am-
bulance fleet.

2) The Ambulance tier is deployed in each ambulance
vehicle and should deliver up-to-date operational state
information of each ambulance for the DSS. Moreover,
it should autonomously diagnose problems and critical
delays.

A. EMA Coordination Centre Tier
The EMA Coordination Centre is responsible for efficient

and reactive coordination of the emergency ambulance fleet.
A multi-agent system has been implemented that defines
different agent roles, each representing a participant in the
EMA scenario: patient, call manager, operator, hospital and
ambulance (see [1]). Ambulance allocation relies on up-to-
date information about the states of all ambulances in the fleet.
In order to obtain this information, the EMA Coordination
Centre collects continuously the following data and diagnoses
the actual situation of each ambulance vehicle:

• GPS position events for localisation.
• state notifications representing the operational state of an

ambulance (as modelled in Figure 1).
• mission events that report relevant mission-critical inci-

dents, like expected delays or other problems.
Based on this information, the agent-based allocation mech-

anism assigns emergency patients to ambulances and imposes
re-assignments when the current context advises to do so.

B. Architecture of Ambulance Tier - CEP and FSM
Each ambulance vehicle is equipped with its own data fusion

component, usually installed on a mobile on-board tablet

TABLE II
STATE TRANSITION TABLE OF AMBULANCE CAR

Current State Transition Event Next State

idle AssignmentEvt assigned
assigned UnassignmentEvt idle
assigned AssistingEvt assisting
assigned BreakDownEvt out-of-service
assisting TransferEvt transfer
assisting . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

computer. Its task is to continuously analyse the current state
of the ambulance vehicle in real-time and to provide the EMA
Coordination tier with up-to-date situation-aware information,
e.g., driving with velocity, stopping, (lunch)breaks, delays, etc.

Nowadays, tablet computers are equipped with a rich set
of built-in internal sensors, e.g., for measuring the accelera-
tion, air pressure, magnetic field, environmental temperature,
gyroscope, GPS, and so on. We try to take advantage of those
built-in tablet sensors in order to derive the behaviour of the
ambulance vehicle from the physical state of the on-board
tablet computer. For example, the GPS position of the tablet
is also the GPS position of the ambulance.

The intelligent real-time fusion of sensor data emitted by
the built-in sensors of the tablet computer is performed by the
integration of CEP and FSM components.

C. Ambulance Tier - Finite State Machine Component
The operational state of an ambulance vehicle is represented

by a formally specified FSM. The FSM can be modelled as
follows:

• S is a finite set of six possible states of the ambulance,
as defined in Figure 1:
S = {idle, assigned, assisting,
transfer, work-break, out-of-service}.

• The set of transition events contains, among
others, E = {AssistingEvt, BreakDownEvt,
TransferEvt}.

• The initial state of an ambulance is so = idle.
• An extract of a possible state transition function δ for our

problem at hand is given in Table II.
Thus, the state model of the ambulance car is formally

specified and the finite state automata guarantees that all
transitions between states are consistent.

D. Ambulance Tier - Complex Event Processing Component
In the ambulance tier, the CEP component gathers and

analyses the events emitted by the internal sensors embedded
in the on-board tablet computer as well as from other external
information sources, such as servers for traffic data.

The event processing is logically structured by a multi-
staged EPN in order to modularise the set of event processing
rules. The CEP layer in Figure 3 shows the different EPAs
and the flow of events. Below, we briefly explain the respon-
sibilities of each EPA. A more detailed description of the EPN
as well as more example event processing rules can be found
in [4].



Filtering Agent: Sensor data is often inconsistent or re-
dundant because sensors are very noisy and error-prone. In
a first processing step, all technical sensor events emitted
by the tablet computer have to be pre-processed to detect
inconsistencies or to filter out irrelevant data.

For example, the GPS sensor of the tablet computer has
a fixed sampling rate. Thus, several subsequent events are
logically identical because they identify the same geographical
position. However, the EMA system is only interested in
situation changes, and not in the repetition of similar data
values. Therefore, the Filtering Agent filters out those GPS
sensor events that indicate the same position of the ambulance.

The following event processing rule has the task to find out
whether the ambulance has moved to a new position or not.

rule: "new car position"
CONDITION GPS-Evt AS g1 ->

GPS-Evt AS g2
AND (Geo.isDifferent(g1,g2))

ACTION new PositionEvt(g2.x, g2.y)

The rule considers two subsequently occurred GPS events and
assigns the alias names g1 and g2 to them. The followed-
by operator -> denotes the temporal sequence of events. The
newer GPS event g2 is only relevant for further processing,
if the ambulance location has changed. Calling the external
service isDifferent() (provided by the class Geo) checks
if the two GPS locations differ considerably.

Only in the case of a considerable change of the ambulance
position, a new Position event is generated with the new
coordinates. The new Position event is propagated to the EMA
Coordination tier as well as to the Motion Agent.

Motion Agent: In the Motion Agent, the Position events are
correlated with further sensor events of the on-board tablet
computer (e.g., acceleration sensor) in order to determine the
particular behaviour of the ambulance. New Motion events are
derived that represent the motion information of the individual
ambulance vehicle, for instance:

1) driving (with a particular velocity) and
2) stopping (for a certain time period, e.g., due to a traffic

jam or parking).
The Motion events are on a higher level of abstraction than

the low level sensor events and provide more insight into
the behaviour of the vehicle. The Motion Agent synthesises
Motion events of the ambulance and propagates them to the
Situation Agent.

Situation Agent: The Situation Agent is responsible for
the determination of the current state of the ambulance
with respect to its emergency mission. The motion infor-
mation of the ambulance vehicle (provided by the Mo-
tion Agent) must be correlated with the last known ac-
tivity in order to derive the current operational state of
the ambulance. Thus, this agent generates the set of tran-
sition events E = {AssistingEvt, BreakDownEvt,
TransferEvt, etc.} and triggers the correct transition
between the operational states of the FSM (see Table II).

Changes in the states of the FSM may release a new cal-
culation of the agent-based ambulance allocation mechanism.

For instance, the state transition from assigned to assisting
(specified in row three in Table II) can be determined by
the following rule. If the ambulance was assigned to a new
patient and the position of the ambulance is the same as the
assigned location of the patient, then it can be inferred that
the ambulance is attending the patient “in situ”.

rule:
"transition ’assigned’ to ’assisting’"

CONDITION AssignEvt AS a ->
PositionEvt AS p
AND (a.patientLoc = p.position)

ACTION new AssistingEvt(a.ambulanceID,
a.patientID)

Another example is the transition from assisting to transfer.
If the emergency team is attending a patient and afterwards
the ambulance is driving again with a minimum speed of 10
km/h, then it can be assumed that they are on the way to the
target hospital. The next rule infers this transition (specified
in row five in Table II).

rule:
"transition ’assisting’ to ’transfer’"

CONDITION AssistingEvt AS a ->
(NOT IdleEvt AND DrivingEvt AS d)
AND d.velocity > 10

ACTION new TransferEvt(a.ambulanceID,
a.patientID)

Further event processing rules that realise the state transition
function δ have been specified in a similar manner.

Besides the state transitions, another important task of the
Situation Agent is to detect possible problems that threaten the
successful fulfilment of an emergency mission. Events related
to detected problems in ambulance behaviour may require a
change in the current global set of assignments of patients to
ambulances. For instance, accidents, delays or car breakdowns
are possible problems.

When the EMA Coordination tier has assigned a new patient
to an ambulance, it has also calculated an estimated arrival
time to reach the address of the patient. It is very important
to continuously verify, if the ambulance can fulfil its assigned
task in time. If any problem occurs, the EMA-DSS has to be
informed immediately in order to reschedule the patient to a
more appropriate ambulance if necessary. The most common
problems are delays due to high volumes of traffic. The
following rule monitors if an assigned ambulance requires
more time than expected to reach its destination.

rule: "expected delay"
CONDITION AssignEvt AS a ->

PositionEvt AS p
AND delay =

(Traffic.arrival(a.patientLoc,p.position)



- a.arrivalTime)
AND delay > THRESHOLD

ACTION new DelayEvt(a.ambulanceID,
a.patientID, delay)

The new expected duration from the current position to
the destination is recalculated by a service arrival(..)
provided by the external class Traffic that requests an
appropriate Internet traffic service. Such traffic services, like
Google Live Traffic, can calculate the estimated time for a
route with respect to the current traffic situation. For the sake
of simplicity it is assumed that the expected duration and the
estimated arrival time can be simply subtracted to calculate a
possible delay.

V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The presented event-driven EMA system has been imple-
mented prototypically in order to gain some practical experi-
ence.

The EMA coordination centre is realised by a multi-agent
system that implements, among other tasks, the coordination
of the ambulance fleet for achieving an optimised assignment
of ambulances to patients. But here, we will focus on the
implementation of the CEP-FSM component running in each
ambulance vehicle to provide the EMA coordination centre
with its current operational state or any upcoming problem.

Our system is deployed on a standard tablet computer
Google Nexus 7 running Android 4.4 Kitkat, that contains
already the necessary built-in GPS and acceleration sensors,
and provides the runtime environment for the CEP-FSM
components.

So far, commercial CEP engines have not been developed
for mobile operating systems. However, the widespread open
source CEP engine Esper3 (in version 3.2) has recently been
ported successfully to the Android platform: the open source
CEP engine Asper4 is based on Esper 4.9.0. It provides
the main features of powerful CEP systems for the Android
platform, so that we could use it with minor problems as the
code base for our CEP-FSM component.

Figure 4 depicts a screenshot of the Android app and gives
an idea of the user interface. The bar on the left side shows the
different operational states of an ambulance vehicle. The actual
state derived by the CEP-FSM component is marked by a grey
box (here: assigned). It is crucial that the DSS diagnoses
always the correct operational states of the ambulances. In
each vehicle, all conclusions about its current situation are
immediately shown to the crew. In the very unlikely case that
the DSS has derived a wrong state, the crew can overrule and
correct it manually. The main panel of the app shows a map
for navigating the team to patients and hospitals. In addition,
there are further dialogs, mainly for assigning and accepting
patients.

The two distributed tiers of the system communicate with
each other by exchanging JSON messages: assignment mes-

3http://esper.codehaus.org/
4https://github.com/plingpling/asper

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the CEP-FSM system running on a tablet computer

sages inform the ambulances about their missions; state mes-
sages and Mission events inform the coordination centre about
the current state of each individual ambulance.

Performing complex event processing directly on a mobile
device is a rather new approach. Our practical experience
confirms that CEP is ready for mobile use and the advanced
sense-and-response capabilities of CEP are now available on
mobile devices as well.

VI. CONCLUSION

In Emergency Medical Assistance systems, an efficient
ambulance allocation mechanism requires reliable and up-to-
date information about the current operational state of the
ambulance fleet. In this paper, we presented an approach that
automatically determines the actual states of all ambulance
vehicles by intelligent and efficient fusion of sensor data.
Applying Complex Event Processing with an integrated finite
state machine for data fusion is a novel approach in this area.
A comprehensive overview of other techniques applied to data
fusion can be found in [5].

The proposed event-driven architecture possesses the fol-
lowing properties:

• Situation awareness: The built-in sensors of the on-board
tablet computers provide the DSS with a continuous
stream of context data. Decentralized event processing
rules derive automatically the current state of an in-
dividual ambulance vehicle, formally represented by a
FSM, and propagate relevant mission-critical incidents.
According to the categories of the JDL data fusion
model [5] this corresponds to level 2 and 3.

• Real-time processing: The embedded tablet sensors emit
continuously enormous amounts of data. CEP efficiently
handles these data streams directly in-memory and en-
ables (almost) real-time operations.

• Reliability: The formal specification of states and state
transitions in the FSM ensures that only correct state
transitions can be triggered. Thus, the reliability of the
state information is significantly enhanced.

The automatic determination of ambulance state changes,
which are immediately propagated to the control center,



prevents human errors and is a key issue for an efficient
ambulance allocation of the EMA.

Several commercial software applications exist for emer-
gency medical services. Most of them target the US market
(e.g., RescueNet Data Management Suite for EMS, National
EMS Information System, Medical Response Emergency Soft-
ware), and usually combine different tools for different parts
of the emergency assistance process (e.g., computer aided
dispatching, management of calls, billing software, etc.). By
contrast, in Europe where public health care systems prevail,
emergency services often use their own proprietary software
systems. Research in the field is mainly dedicated to efficient
assignment of ambulances to patients and/or ambulance rede-
ployment. Brotcorne et al. [6] and Li at all. [7] provide good
reviews of research on these issues. Other works concentrate
on simulation models for EMA services [8] or on systems that
provide an integral support to the whole assistance process
(e.g., [9], [10], [11]). In the latter case, these proposals
usually assume the availability of accurate and up-to-date
information about the state of the ambulance fleet, and can
usually not be tailored to the specific needs and preferences
of the stakeholders (patients, coordination centres, hospitals
and, in particular, ambulance crews). Upon this background,
combining an EMA-DSS as the one described in [1] with the
method for automatic detection of state changes described in
this paper is certainly a step forward.

From a software technology perspective, CEP has already
shown its capability for efficiently processing continuous
streams of sensor data [12]. Recently, first projects demon-
strate the applicability of CEP for processing sensor data
emitted by mobile devices. However, either the mobile devices
serve only as special event sources ([13], [14]) or the sensor
data is only preprocessed on the mobile device in order to
achieve context-aware event filtering [15]. The real event
processing of sensor data is usually still executed on powerful
back-end servers. In addition, the integration of CEP and state
machines is a rather new approach. In the context of CEP,
finite state automata have been proposed for the implemen-
tation of the event processing functionality itself (e.g., state
machine based CEP operators in [16] or non-deterministic
finite automata based processing engines in [17]). In [18] a
FSM is used to track the behaviour of business processes.
They suggest to use FSM queries in data stream processing
for taking current states into account. In contrast, with our
architecture, we achieved a complete decoupling of FSM states
and CEP rules.

In future work, we intend to investigate more complex
EMA scenarios. For instance, the treatment of patients with
acute myocardial infarction with ST-segment elevation where
in addition to ambulances also on-duty cardiologist teams and
hospitals with PCI-enabled units need to be coordinated.
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